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Abstract— Robots often require a model of their environment
to make informed decisions. In unknown environments, the
ability to infer the value of a data field from a limited number
of samples is essential to many robotics applications. In this
work, we propose a neural network architecture to model these
spatially correlated data fields based on a limited number
of spatially continuous samples. Additionally, we provide a
method based on biased loss functions to suggest future areas of
exploration to minimize reconstruction error. We run simulated
robotic information gathering trials on both the MNIST hand
written digits dataset and a Regional Ocean Modeling System
(ROMS) ocean dataset for ocean monitoring. Our method
outperforms Gaussian process regression in both environments
for modeling the data field and action selection.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robots often require a model of their environment to make
informed decisions. In unknown environments, the ability
to infer the value of a data field from a limited number
of samples is essential to many robotics applications. A
robot in an unknown building capable of estimating the
building layout will be able to explore and search much
safer. A self-driving car can travel much faster and more
safely if it can anticipate future events by observing the
past. An ocean glider can more efficiently navigate through
current fields with estimates of ocean current magnitudes.
Efficient methods for modeling and determining what data
is sampled are essential to the quality of the inference and
the performance of the robot.
A number of previous estimation methods use Gaussian Process (GP) regression to approximate environmental
conditions. While GPs provide model-free estimates with
confidence bounds that can be leveraged to select future
samples, these samples need to be geographically diverse for
the GP to provide an accurate estimate over the entire data
field. In applications where geographies are large and travel
times are long, collecting a diverse set of samples is often
not feasible. A robot traveling through such an environment
will collect a series of collocated samples which will result
in accurate estimations near the samples, but poor estimation
far away. To address this issue, we present a new modeling
technique for spatially correlated data fields.
This paper describes a collection of novel encoder-decoder
deep neural networks that exploit historical data to model
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data fields from a limited number of continuous observations. We leverage a network architecture used for image
inpainting, the task of filling in holes in an image, to infer
the data field from a limited number of samples. The network
is trained on historic data and example sampling paths. To
facilitate the selection of future samples, our method trains
two additional networks to serve as arbiters of information
value. One network is trained to err on the side of overestimation, while the other is trained to underestimate. These
two networks can then be used as a measure of variance to
investigate future samples for potential information gain.
We demonstrate the benefit of our approach by reconstructing both static and time series environments taken
from both the MNIST dataset and ocean model data from
a Regional Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) dataset. In a
series of simulated robotic information gathering tasks, we
compare the estimation accuracy of a GP to the proposed approach using both random sampling of observation locations
and variance minimizing sampling. We show the proposed
technique outperforms the state-of-the-art.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Robotic Information Gathering
Robotic information gathering problems involve modeling
an unknown environment or phenomenon limited by a discrete number of samples. Modeling entails inferring the value
of unmeasured data points while sampling refers to taking
the measurement of a data field at a specific point. Both
modeling and sampling strategies come with challenges.
Techniques based on probabilistic models, such as Gaussian Processes, are common due to their ability to provide
uncertainties along side their estimate. These uncertainties
can then be leveraged to define sampling strategies, such as
sampling to minimize uncertainty [1] or entropy [2]. It has
been shown that the sequential greedy observations performs
well in submodular cases [3].
Particularly relevant to this work are information-theoretic
approaches. Bayesian optimization is used in [4] to predict
mutual information over a series of candidate actions, analogous to our proposed method. However in this case, a single
action results in a wide range of samples used to train a
GP. Sampling techniques based on Upper Confidence Bound
(UCB) are performed in [5] to find the highest value sample.
This technique requires a variable of interest and does not
lend itself directly to exploration. Other work focused on
view planning has had a direct influence on our work [6].
These authors train a deep network to take an image of
an object from a single pose and use it to reconstruct a
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series of images that represent the object in its totality. The
network also suggests the next viewing angle of the object to
minimize the reconstruction error in future estimates. While
producing promising results, their network architecture limits
the network’s ability to predict images that are different from
the inputs. We look to address these problems through our
proposed architecture.
B. Environment Modeling
While picking the correct place to sample is important, it
is meaningless without an effective model to utilize these
samples to infer the missing information. Models based
methods, such as the publicly available Regional Ocean
Modeling System (ROMS) [7], uses sophisticated models of
physical ocean processes combined with forward simulations
of measured data to estimate ocean information such as
currents, temperatures, salinity, etc.
By treating data fields as images, image processing approaches can be applied. Specifically, a subset of image
processing research called image inpainting focuses on filling
in holes missing from the image. Taken to the extreme, where
the large majority of the image is missing, it is analogous
to modeling a data field with limited samples. Non-learning
approaches to image inpainting rely on propagating pixel
information from nearby to the missing area [8]. This method
only works when the missing area is very small. Patch-based
methods look for areas in the non-hole image that may match
stylistically, but this also presents problems if the missing
data is unique to that image [9], [10].
Deep learning image inpainting methods often use a placeholder to identify the missing region and pass it through a
convolutional network to learn the missing data [11]. Generative adversarial network (GAN) [12] have inspired solutions
formulated as a conditional image generation problem where
high and low-level information is synthesized to generate
missing information through an adversarial approach [13],
[14], [15]. The U-net architecture [16], often used in image
segmentation problems, is used in [17] in conjunction with
a partial convolution layer to fill irregularly shaped holes
in images. While these works are promising for image
reconstruction, their focus on photo realistic inpainting is
not necessary for environment modeling. These techniques
also do not provide any insight into where future information should be gathered to further reduce errors. The work
proposed in this paper combines the advantages of deep
learning with the body of knowledge built up in the robotic
information gathering community around GPs. We harness
the power to learn from large datasets while developing a
method to guide future data collection.

the robot is to minimize the error between its estimate and
the true value.
More formally, we assume a bounded planar workspace
Ω ⊆ R2 or R3 . This workspace is initially unknown to the
exploring robot. During exploration along a trajectory P,
selected from the space of all trajectories, Ψ, the sensors on
the robot reveal the region ωknown (P). The optimal path P ∗
is the path that produces the most accurate reconstruction of
Ω given a prediction model I(ωknown (P)) and some budget
B (e.g., time, fuel, or energy). Thus, we wish to solve the
following optimization problem:
P ∗ = argmax I(ωknown (P)) s.t. c(P) < B.
(1)
P∈Ψ

IV. M ETHOD
The proposed method can be divided into two portions:
an offline section for training networks and an online portion
where the networks are utilized to estimate data fields and
select future actions. The offline portion consists of training
three neural networks on a training set representative of the
domain being modeled. An optimistic network is trained to
estimate the data field, but to err on the side of overestimating
the data. A pessimistic network is trained to err on the side of
underestimating the data. The non-biased network is trained
to estimate the field with no bias.
The networks are trained by randomly generating sample
robot trajectories. These trajectories are provided as masks
to the neural network. The masks are binary matrices which
indicate which areas of the environment have been sampled
and which have not. The network is trained using supervised
learning to predict the full data field given an input which
has been masked off to only provide sampled data to the
neural network.
Once the networks are trained, we can leverage them to
model and explore the data field in question. During online
operations, the non-biased network provides a best estimate
of the data field given the current samples. To evaluate potential future actions, every potential next action is evaluated for
its information potential. Potential information is estimated
by ‘hallucinating’ the collected samples given an action
using the current best estimate of the data field as ground
truth. These samples constitute the inputs into the optimistic
and pessimistic networks. The difference between the two
network estimates provides a heuristic of uncertainty and act
as a metric for information gained. The action that produces
the smallest difference between the estimates provides the
most information and is chosen as the next action. This
process is repeated until the budget is exhausted and a final
estimate of the environment can be generated.

III. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
In this work we consider the problems of predicting the
value of a two- or three-dimensional environment given a
limited number of samples. Starting from a random location
within the field, a robot is tasked with moving within the
environment to collect data for the purpose of reconstructing
the most accurate estimate of the environment. The goal of

A. Network Architecture and Implementation
The network architecture and design has been split into
two categories: two-dimensional fields and three-dimensional
time varying fields. The two-dimensional case assumes the
underlying robotic environment is not changing with time,
such as a robot exploring a building. The three-dimensional
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case investigates robotic environments where the environment changes as the robot explores, such as ocean environments.
1) Network Design - 2D: We propose using a neural
network motivated by the architecture presented in [17] for
modeling data fields given a limited number of samples. As
input, the network accepts a data field of sampled points
and a binary mask indicating the locations of the sampled
points. Through a process of convolving learned filters over
sampled data, the network iteratively fills in the missing
data. The architecture provides an avenue for local low level
features to be applied to local areas, while also learning
higher level global features that can be used across large
areas of the environment. The network outputs an estimate
of all values in the sampled data field. Figure 1 provides a
detailed illustration of the architecture.
2) Network Design - 3D: The proposed network architecture to handle time varying data builds upon our twodimensional design. The data in the three-dimensional case
is time series data. To handle this, we propose a recurrent
network utilizing convolutional LSTM layers with modified
partial convolution to handle sparse data. The network has a
similar architecture to the 2D case, with an encoder-decoder
network architecture that iteratively fills in the missing data
through partial convolution. The recurrent nature of the
network provides a memory of previously sampled data,
allowing the network to learn how the data field will change
through time and use previously sampled data in its current
estimate. Each encoder layer has a corresponding decoder
layer, which receives the encoded information along with
all high level encoder information. These two sources of
information are concatenated together in the filter dimension
and used as inputs into the current masked convolutional
LSTM layer. This allows the network to utilize high level
information from the encoder without losing lower level
information from the less encoded pieces of data. The same
process occurs for the LSTM memory as well. Figure 2
provides a detailed illustration of the network architecture.
The partial convolution LSTM (PCNN-LSTM) is a layer
that combines a convolutional LSTM layer with partial
convolution. This is done through a few steps. Using a
convolutional LSTM layer as the base, the convolution is
replaced with partial convolution from [17]. After each gate
in the LSTM has applied its activation function, the mask
is multiplied by the gate output. This zeros out any data
outside the new unmasked region. Because the forget gate
multiplies its output to the LSTM memory, and because
the forget gate has masked off values, we need to avoid
deleting sections of memory via the masked off values. To
prevent this from happening, the forget gate multiplication
only occurs in unmasked regions of the image. Following
the formal definition of an LSTM layer, PCNN-LSTM is
formally defined by equations 2 and 3:
ft = σ(Wf · [ht−1 , xt ] + bf ) ∗ mask,
(2)
Ct = (ft ∗ Ct−1 + (1 − mask) ∗ Ct−1 ) + it ∗ C̃t , (3)
where ft is the output gate and Ct is the output memory at

time t. mask is a binary matrix indicating where samples
have been taken.
B. Biased Networks and Action Selection
To facilitate the action selection process, we train three
networks using the architecture described above. What differentiates these networks from each other is their loss
functions. For the non-biased network, we use L1 loss. For
the two biased networks, instead of using the L1 loss, we
penalize any estimate that is either below (for the optimistic
network) or above (for the pessimistic network) the true
value. Dbelow and Dabove represents a binary mask of points
where the estimate was either below or above the ground
truth. Iout − Igt is the ground truth of a current frame while
Iout is the estimated field calculated by the neural network:
||1OptN N = |Iout − Igt | + |(Iout − Igt ) ∗ (Dbelow ∗ 0.5)|, (4)
||1P essN N = |Iout − Igt | + |(Iout − Igt ) ∗ (Dabove ∗ 0.5)|. (5)
These loss functions push their respective network to either
be conservative (producing images with lower values) or liberal (producing images with higher values) in their estimates.
This provides a heuristic variance for our network estimates
that can be utilized to determine which unsampled areas have
high quantities of information.
Action selection is the process of selecting the next
action to execute, a, from the set of all possible actions,
A, that maximizes our image reconstruction accuracy after
new information has been sampled. This starts with our
unbiased network, UnbiasedNN, predicting the value of the
data field given its inputs. The estimated field, Est, serves
as ‘ground truth’ as we hallucinate performing all available
future actions and collecting a set of new approximated
ˆ Each hallucination, AppxObs(), results
observations, Obs.
in a larger set of sampled information that is used as inputs
into our two biased networks, OptN N and P essN N . These
biased networks return two different estimates of the data
field, Est+ and Est− . The L1 loss between these two fields
is calculated and used as an information gain metric, R. If
the two fields have a large L1 loss, it means the networks are
unsure of their estimate, implying that the recently acquired
samples did not provide quality information. A small L1 loss
means the two networks have estimated a similar field despite
their differences. This implies the samples collected provided
quality information. Once each actions’ L1 loss score has
been calculated, the action with the smallest resulting L1
loss is estimated to have provided the most information to
the network, thus being selected as the next action to take.
This action is then executed, more observations are made
and the unbiased network can make another estimate. This
process repeats itself until the budget expires as shown in
Alg. 1.
V. E XPERIMENTS , R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION - 2D
To show that our proposed method generates quality data
field estimates and produces informative actions, we compare
our method to Gaussian Process regression in two different
domains. The first domain uses the MNIST dataset [18].
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Fig. 1: An illustration of our network structure. The network takes as input a data field of sampled data points and a binary
mask indicating which points in the data field are missing. The network performs a series of partial convolutions with
stride 2, shrinking the image size before upsampling back to the original size. The network learns to predict the value of
the missing points in the data field by learning over a training set of similar data fields and example binary masks.

Fig. 2: An illustration of the network structure for PCNN-LSTM. The network takes as input a data field of sampled data
points, a binary mask indicating which points in the data field are missing, a memory state and the output at t − 1. The
network performs a series of partial convolutions with LSTM at stride 2, shrinking the image size before upsampling back
to the original size. The network learns to predict the t + 1 value of the missing points in the data field by learning over a
training set of similar time series data fields and example binary masks.

MNIST is a dataset of 50,000 handwritten digits, one through
nine, prevalent in the image processing community. The
second domain is a ROMS ocean dataset from Monterey Bay,
CA [7]. The ROMS data provides a realistic data setting for
which this method could be utilized for underwater vehicle
monitoring tasks. In the two dimentional case, a single frame
from the time series ROMS data is used.
To evaluate action selection, we compare our proposed
bias network method to random actions, GP variance and
CNN variances generated through dropout.

A. MNIST
We simulate a robot as it explores an environment represented by the MNIST dataset that has been upsampled
to a 256x256 image using bilinear filtering. We train our
networks on the training set and test on the test set provided
by [19]. While MNIST seems like an unusual test domain
for robotic information gathering problems, it provides some
benefits over other datasets. With the MNIST data, it is
apparent to a human observer where informative and noninformative samples are. Exploring areas on the digit are
much more valuable then exploring the black regions of the
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Algorithm 1 Exploration
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

procedure E XPLORATION(Obs, Budget)
if Budget ! = 0 then
Est = UnbiasedNN(Obs)
for a ∈ A do
ˆ = AppxObs(Est, a) + Obs
Obs
ˆ
Est+ = OptNN(Obs)
ˆ
Est− = PessNN(Obs)
R = ||Est+ − Est− ||1
a∗ = argmina∈A (R)
newObs = Execute(a∗ )
Obs = Obs + newObs
Exploration(Obs, Budget − Cost(a))

// Calculate CNN estimate
// ‘hallucinate’ taking action a
// estimate bias1CNN output
// estimate bias2CNN output

// take action a*
// collect new observations
// continue exploration

image. With this in mind, we start a simulated robot with
spatially localized sensing, limited to one pixel, in a random
location somewhere on the digit. The robot starts by traveling
10 pixels up the image, sampling the value of all pixels
traversed. With these initial samples, the robot calculates
its next action and collects more samples during the chosen
action. We limit the robot’s actions to traveling in the four
cardinal directions and have it traverse 10 pixel during each
action. The robot is provided a budget of 25 to 100 actions,
travels 10 pixels per action and takes actions randomly. For
simplicity, if the robot tries to travel outside the image, we
simply wrap the path to the other side of the image. The
results of our CNN based approach compared to a GP can
be seen in table I.
TABLE I: The average pixel error between estimated data
field and ground truth over 100 MNIST images. The robot
collects 10 samples per action and actions are taken at
random. Budgets of 25, 50, 75, and 100 are shown. Error
bars show one SEM.

GP
CNN

25

50

75

100 Actions

47.82 ± .71
36.06 ± 1.02

47.21 ± .70‘
32.18 ± .96

46.33 ± .68
29.23 ± .98

45.60 ± .68
26.87 ± .98

Evaluation of action selection is displayed in Table II. All
values are expressed as a proportion to an optimal myopic
action select. This is calculated by looking at ground truth
and selecting the action that produces the best estimation at
the next time step.
A GP regression model minimizing variance to select
actions generated the most prediction error, an average 1.76x
larger than optimal action selection using our CNN for
modeling. The CNN based image inpainting network with
random actions performed better, generating an error 1.17x
worse then optimal. This demonstrates that regardless of
how the samples are taken, the proposed CNN method
can outperform a GP. Adding the proposed action selection
improved the MSE, achieving a score of 1.13x optimal. A
CNN trained and tested using Monte Carlo dropout as a

representation of neural network uncertainty [20] was also
evaluated, with actions selected to sample the most uncertain
areas. This method’s results are comparable to executing
random actions.
TABLE II: The ratio of reconstruction error given a sampling
strategy vs. sampling the most informative location reconstruction error on the MNIST data set. The robot collects 10
samples per action and is given a budget of 50 actions. Error
bars show one SEM.

MSE

GP

CNN-Random

CNN-Biased

1.721 ± .026

1.173 ± .035

1.134 ± .034

B. Ocean Information Gathering
To evaluate our method on data from a representative
robotic information gathering environment, we simulate an
underwater vehicle as it gathers information in an ocean environment (e.g., for scientific data collection). The Regional
Ocean Modeling System (ROMS) utilizes sophisticated models of ocean processes and forward simulations of prior data
to generate a realistic estimate of ocean properties such as
temperature, salinity and currents. The ROMS data we use
consists of a 128x128 grid of ocean surface temperatures
collected off Monterey Bay at a resolution of 300 m per
data point. Data from May 1, 2016 to Feb 22, 2018, at 3:00,
9:00, 15:00 and 21:00 hours was aggregated and partitioned
into a training set consisting of 1800 examples. Validation
and test sets consist of 100 examples.
The same tests performed on the MNIST data are performed. The results can be viewed in Table III.
Table IV shows the results when actively choosing actions
is simulated. The GP model generated the most prediction
error, followed by our CNN approach of taking random
action and minimizing the dropout estimated variance. Our
proposed action selection technique generated the least prediction error.
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TABLE III: The average temperature error between estimated
data field and ground truth over 100 ocean data fields. The
robot collects 10 samples per action and actions are taken
at random. Budgets of 25, 50, 75, and 100 are shown. Error
bars show one SEM.

GP
CNN

25

50

75

100 Actions

.634 ± .031
.533 ± .026

.596 ± .029
.405 ± .015

.564 ± .028
.347 ± .018

.522 ± .025
.326 ± .019

TABLE IV: The ratio of reconstruction error given a sampling strategy vs. sampling the most informative location
reconstruction error on the ocean data set. The robot collects
10 samples per action and is given a budget of 50 actions.
Error bars show one SEM.

MSE

GP

CNN-Random

CNN-Dropout

CNN-Biased

1.94 ± .09

1.32 ± .05

1.29 ± .05

1.20 ± .04

we sample the digit using the same sample location for the
GP method, PCNN network and the proposed PCNN-LSTM
network. The results can be seen in Table V. The results
show that our proposed PCNN-LSTM network produces a
per grid square error that is 30% lower than that produced
by the GP method and 17% less than the PCNN method.
TABLE V: The average pixel error between estimated data
field and ground truth over 100 moving MNIST videos of 30
frames. The robot collects 96 samples per action in a lawn
mower pattern and actions are taken to maximize coverage
of MNIST digit. Error bars show one SEM.

Pixel Error

GP

PCNN

PCNN-LSTM

11.61 ± 2.86

9.75 ± 1.54

8.12 ± .82

B. Time Series Ocean Data

VI. E XPERIMENTS , R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION - 3D
To show our proposed PCNN-LSTM layer and recurrent
U-net architecture can generate quality time series estimates
and produce informative action choices, we compare our
method to Gaussian process regression in two different domains. The first domain is moving MNIST [21], a collection
of videos of random MNIST digits bouncing around a frame.
The second is time series ROMS data, a time series version
of the data in the 2D case.
In addition to comparing the proposed method to the GP
described above, we also compare to a modified 2D CNN
approach. We use the same network described in Section IVA.1, with an additional LSTM layer at the end, allowing it
to learn from the temporal information. Comparing to this
network should provide some insight into the importance
of learning the spatial and temporal relationships of the
data together, as opposed to learning spacial and temporal
relationships independently. This network is referred to as
the PCNN network.
A. Moving MNIST
We simulate a robot as it explores an environment represented by a moving MNIST dataset of 64x64 pixel. We
start a simulated robot with spacially localized sensing in a
random location at t = 0 and have it sample data in a 20x20
lawn mower pattern. This is because each sample will be
taken at a unique time t, not allowing us to append samples
taken at different times like was done in the 2D case. The
samples taken at t = 0 are used by the neural network to
estimate the data field for t = 1. The goal is to minimize
the error between the estimated data field at t + 1 and the
ground truth at t + 1.
The moving MNIST dataset requires quality sampling to
be effective. Because the digit makes up a small percentage
of the total video frame, and contains a majority of the
information about the environment, sampling on the digit is
extremely important to generating quality estimates. To evaluate reconstruction quality independent of sampling location,

We next test the proposed PCNN-LSTM reconstruction
network on ROMS ocean data, predicting the ocean temperatures of the next frame given the 10 previous frames. The
experimental setup is the same as with the moving MNIST
dataset.
Table VI provides the results of 100 simulated trials of a
robot compared to a GP. We measure a reduction in error of
52% compared to GP reconstruction and 25% compared to
PCNN.
TABLE VI: The average temperature error between estimated data field and ground truth over 100 time series ocean
videos of 30 frames. The robot collects 96 samples per action
in a lawn mower pattern and actions are taken at random.
Error bars show one SEM.

Error (degrees)

GP

PCNN

PCNN-LSTM

1.06 ± .02

.67 ± .02

.51 ± .02

VII. C ONCLUSIONS
The results presented in this work demonstrate the power
of using masked convolution neural networks to model and
inform environments for robotic information gathering. This
work shows that a CNN trained on historical data with biased
loss functions can provide estimates that outperform with
state-of-the-art GP techniques. Furthermore, we introduce
a PCNN-LSTM layer and accompanying architecture for
predicting time series environments where spatio-temporal
information is linked. The method presented is generic and
can be applied to any spatially correlated field for modeling
or exploration.
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